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What is Opera?
Opera is a type of theatre which combines drama, music, elements of dance or movement with exciting
costumes and innovative set design.
However, in opera, the actors are trained singers who sing their lines instead of speaking them.
A librettist writes the libretto - the words that are to be sung, like a script. Often, the plots of the operas
are taken from stories in books or plays. A composer writes the music for the singers and orchestra.
An orchestra accompanies the singers. A conductor coordinates both the singers on stage and the
musicians.
An easy way to think of opera is a story told with music. In a lot of operas, the people on stage sing all the
way through. Imagine having all your conversations by singing them!

Opera Singers
It takes a lot of training to become an opera singer. A lot of aspiring opera singers will take this route: Sing
in choirs, volunteer for solos, take singing lessons, study singing and music at university, then audition for
parts in operas.
Opera singers hardly ever use a microphone, which means that they train their voices to be heard by
audiences even over the top of orchestras. Singing opera can be very physical and tiring because of the
effort that goes into making this very special sound.

Operatic Voices
Here are the names of some of types of voices we hear in opera:

This website has examples of operatic voices:
http://www.theopera101.com/operaabc/voices/

Soprano:

The highest category of female voice

Mezzo – Soprano:

The middle category of female voice (mezzo means ‘middle’ in Italian)

Contralto:

The lowest category of female voice

Countertenor:

The highest category of natural male voice

Tenor:

The second highest category of natural male voice

Baritone:

The middle category of natural male voice

Bass:

The lowest category of natural male voice
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The Cast
Semele

Celeste Lazarenko

soprano

Jupiter/Apollo

Amitai Pati

tenor

Cadmus/Somnus

Paul Whelan

bass-baritone

Juno/Ino

Sarah Castle

soprano

Athamas

Stephen Diaz

counter-tenor

Iris

Chelsea Dolman

soprano

Supported by the Freemasons New Zealand Opera Chorus
Chorus Director: TBC
Accompanied by New Zealand Opera’s Baroque Orchestra

Creative Team

Directed by

Thomas de Mallet Burgess & Jacqueline Coats

Designed by

Tracy Grant Lord

Lighting designed by

Jo Kilgour

Conductor

Peter Walls

Sung in English with English surtitles
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Synopsis

Warning: Contains spoilers!

Handel's drama has three acts and is set in the world of Roman mythology. The title character is a princess,
daughter of Cadmus, the King of Thebes. She's engaged to marry Athamas, a prince from another kingdom.
But Semele doesn't actually love Athamas, and the guy she is in love with isn't really a guy at all. He's
Jupiter, king of the gods. He visits her in human form, and the two have a torrid affair going.
ACT ONE
As ACT ONE opens, Semele's wedding to Athamas is about to begin, but Semele is stalling. So is her sister,
Ino, who is in love with Athamas. While various delaying tactics are going on, Semele hopes that Jupiter
will bail her out, and he does. There's a fearsome clap of thunder, and the sacred flames at the altar die
out. Then the altar itself suddenly disappears. Terrified, everyone runs away. With the wedding on hold,
Ino tells Athamas that she loves him — but he's a bit dense, and doesn't get the message.
Cadmus then reports that Jupiter has taken the form of an eagle, and swept Semele off to a godly
palace — leaving nothing behind but "a celestial odour, and ambrosial dew." As the act ends, Semele sings
joyfully about herself, saying, "Endless pleasure, endless love, Semele enjoys above."
ACT TWO
As ACT TWO begins, Jupiter's wife, the goddess Juno, hears about all this from Iris, her messenger. Juno is
not happy, and begins to make careful plans. She'll call on Somnus, the god of sleep, to help her sneak into
the palace and deal with Semele.
For her part, Semele is already having issues with life in the palace. She's been restless at night, and
she's uncomfortable as the only human woman in a world of gods, nymphs and zephyrs.
Jupiter comes to her in human form, and Semele greets him passionately. But he senses she's not
happy, and thinks a bit of human company might help. So, he sends for Ino. Jupiter then transforms the
scene to a beautiful, Arcadian landscape, and the sisters rejoice in their pastoral surroundings.
ACT THREE
To begin ACT THREE, Juno makes her move to break up Jupiter's romance at Semele's expense. Juno goes
to Somnus, who's resting in his remote cave. At first, she and Iris have trouble waking Somnus up — he is
the god of sleep, after all.
Finally, when Juno promises him a beautiful nymph as his reward, Somnus rouses himself and
agrees to her plan. First, he'll charm the palace guards so Juno can sneak in. He'll also put Ino to sleep,
allowing Juno to talk with Semele while disguised as Ino. And while Jupiter is sleeping, Somnus will give him
a dream, causing Jupiter to desire Semele so passionately that he'll agree to whatever she wants.
In the palace, Semele is surrounded by luxury, but she's not content. She wants to love Jupiter as he
really is, as a god, not just in his human form. Juno, in her Ino disguise, shows Semele what that might be
like. She produces a magic mirror. When Semele looks into it, she sees herself reflected as a beautiful
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goddess. Then, still pretending to be Ino, Juno says that Semele should refuse to make love to Jupiter
unless he comes to her in his godly form, as "the Mighty Thunderer."
After Juno leaves, Jupiter shows up, and he's more than ready for a little hanky-panky. When
Semele won't cooperate, he does what his dream suggested, and promises to grant her any demand.
When he hears what she wants, he regrets his promise. He knows that if he comes to her in his real form,
in a storm of thunder and lightning, she'll be destroyed. But a deal is a deal. Jupiter rises into the heavens,
and descends on Semele in a fiery cloud. Semele knows that she's made a mistake, but it's too late; she's
engulfed in his flames, and dies — while Juno watches in triumph.
In the final scene, Ino is back home in Thebes. Her father Cadmus has seen Semele's death as a
violent storm. Ino tells him what happened, and also reports an order from Juno — that Ino should marry
Athamas. Cadmus agrees.
The god Apollo then appears, and announces Semele's true fate: Bacchus, the god of wine and
ecstasy, will rise from her ashes. And as pure pleasure had always been Semele's true desire, everyone
celebrates a joyful outcome.
https://www.npr.org/2011/07/01/137526544/going-with-the-flow-handels-semele
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Story through Pictures
(these photographs have been sourced from previous international productions of Handel’s ‘Semele’)

At the Temple of Juno. Semele is
reluctant to marry Athamas,
prefering to be with her lover, the
god Jupiter.

Canadian Opera Company’s Semele 2012. Photo by Michael Cooper

Juno, Jupiter’s immortal wife, is
angered by his affair with the mortal
Semele and seeks revenge with the
help of Somnus, the god of sleep.

Opera Philadelphia 2019. Photo by Dominic M. Mercier.

Jupiter distracts Semele and her talk of
wishing to be immortal like him by
summoning Ino and transforms their
surrounding into a paradise where they
listen to the harmony of the spheres.

Opera Philadelphia 2019. Photo by Dominic M. Mercier.
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Juno visits Semele and suggests that
she make Jupiter appear to her in his
natural, immortal form.

Opera Philadelphia 2019. Photo by Dominic M. Mercier.

Jupiter, lured into promising to grant
Semele whatever she wishes, reveals his
true self causing her to be consumed by
his celestial fire and die.

Pacific Opera Victoria 2009. Photo by David Cooper.

The god Apollo proclaims that “From
Semele’s ashes a Phoenix shall rise”
referring to the creation of Bacchus.

Seattle Opera 2015. Photo by Elise Bakketun.
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The Composer

The Librettist

George Frideric Handel

William Congreve

Composer – the person who makes up and
notates the melodies, makes the librettist’s words
fit to the music, and creates and writes down
what the orchestra needs to play.

Librettist – the person who writes the words and
lyrics which go with the melodies and therefore
tell the story of the opera.

George Frideric Handel (1685-1759) was one of the
greatest stars of his day!

William Congreve (1670 - 1729) was an English
playwright and poet. He was born at Bardsey (near
Leeds) and attended school through his elementary
years in Ireland.

Born in Halle, Germany on February 23, 1685, from an
early age, Handel longed to study music, but his father
objected, doubting that music would be a realistic
source of income. His mother allowed him to practice
in secret and from there he was able to become a
pupil of renowned musician Frideric Wilhelm Zachow.
From the age of 11 to the time he was 16, Handel
composed church music and music to be performed in
the home. However, Handel set his sights on bigger,
grander types of music: he moved to Italy where he
learned the art of composing opera, and, after a
number of great operatic successes at the Italian
courts, moved to London, where he became an
instant celebrity!

His works include plays, opera, and other various
works of literature. Two of his most popular and wellknown plays are Love for Love in 1695, and The Way
of the World in 1700, for which he is most famous.
Congreve came at the end of the so-called
“Restoration” period, in which writers began to rebel
against the puritan, overtly religious aesthetics of the
previous generation with gritty, saucy (oftentimes
rude) plots and characters. As tastes changed again,
Congreve stopped writing. For the majority of his life,
he lived on his reputation and the royalties from his
plays.

He produced several operas with the Royal Academy
of Music in England before forming the New Royal
Academy of Music in 1727. When Italian operas fell
out of fashion, he started composing oratorios,
including his most famous, The Messiah.
Source:
https://www.biography.com/musician/george-handel

Source:
https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/William_Co
ngreve
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Interesting facts
•

•
•
•

•

Despite Handel’s success as a composer, he was still prone to jealousy. One night at the opera, he
got into a jealous argument with another composer, Johann Mattheson, which escalated into a
ferocious duel. Handel was only saved from Mattheson’s sword by a large button on his shirt. The
two eventually reconciled and became lifelong friends.
Speaking of fights at the opera, Handel once had to break up an onstage fight between two Italian
divas during a performance of an opera that he was producing. Both sopranos were dragged
offstage, still attempting to tear the jewels off each other’s costumes!
Handel spent most of his life battling terrible health issues: first a stroke, then a coach crash, then
cataracts, then a botched eye operation which left him completely blind. He continued to compose
despite these issues, writing some of his greatest works while in horrible pain.
Handel caused great political division in England. Although he was favored by the King (who
commissioned Handel to write music for his boat outings), he divided the English parliament. One
major political party, the Whig Party, absolutely loved him, while the other major party, the Tories,
preferred Handel’s rival, the composer Bononcini.
Semele was initially a massive flop for Handel: he attempted to have the opera performed during
Lent, a solemn period of religious reflection before Easter; however, the English public considered
Handel’s opera to be too rude for such a serious season. Handel tried to revise the work, but it
failed to achieve the acclaim of his other operas. It wasn’t until the twentieth century that Semele
became one of Handel’s most beloved works.

Videos
Please note: IT IS ADVISED THAT TEACHERS AND PARENTS WATCH THESE THROUGH FIRST TO MAKE SURE
THEY ARE AGE-APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR CHILDREN OR STUDENTS.
Highlights
• “Where e’er you walk”
In this aria, Jupiter bestows a blessing upon his beloved Semele as he transports her to a beautiful
garden paradise. It is in da capo aria form, meaning that it is written in two parts, with the first part
repeated at the end. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5iUfIsAK2M
• “Hence, hence, Iris hence away!”
The ultimate rage aria. Juno vows to destroy Semele over her affair with Jupiter. It is also in da capo
aria form and features a particular vocal technique known as a melisma, in which the singer sings
lots of notes on one syllable. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tnla5ZRyXY
• “Oh sleep, why dost thou leave me?”
A beautiful, lullaby-like aria, featuring a lilting, rocking cello line and a very sparse orchestration.
Semele has just woken up from a bad dream; she sings as she lies in bed, struggling to get back to
sleep. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZ5mOHeoKZE
• “Endless pleasure, endless love”
Semele spells out her life’s mantra: to have as much fun as possible!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DvVDFJ6gCU
Entire Opera
• Zürich Opera House: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FibDMWk0i5k
• English National Opera: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIn8oGWlag4
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Handel
Composer, Businessman
When Handel moved to London in the early
eighteenth century, he wanted to make his
mark in the most prestigious genre of music
there was: a form of serious Italian opera
known as opera seria. Opera seria were usually
based on Greek or Roman myths, were often
very long, and were always in Italian. They were
popular among the English upper classes, who
thought that Italian-language opera was much classier than English-language opera. Handel wrote
almost fifty different opera seria during his lifetime, often writing multiple opera seria in one year
– that’s over 150 hours of music! Handel’s opera seria were extremely successful in London:
although Handel was German by birth, he had spent many years in Italy where he learnt the craft
of Italian opera, so he was very much an expert by the time he moved to England.
Despite the success of Handel’s opera seria, Italian-language opera encountered significant
problems in eighteenth-century England. Very few people in the audience spoke Italian, so they
had to read-up on the story beforehand or try to follow along with an English translation in the
dimly lit theatre. Opera seria were also extremely expensive to stage: they often required
extravagant sets and costumes or intricate stage machinery operated by special engineers.
However, most expensive of all were the singers, most of whom had to be shipped over from Italy,
and who often charged high fees for their services. The most expensive kind of singer was called
the castrato, a very high male voice produced by a medical procedure that was performed almost
exclusively in Italy. With the cost of opera seria so high and the audience limited to a small group
of passionate aristocrats, it is no wonder that the opera companies Handel was involved with
frequently went bankrupt.
Handel was an astute businessman and realised that opera seria was not going to remain a
sustainable source of income. So, he began to branch out into a different form of sung drama
known as the oratorio. Oratorios were sung in English, were usually based on biblical stories, and
were often performed with no sets, costumes, or staging, making them much cheaper to produce
than opera. Crucially, oratorios, due to their biblical themes, were the only form of sung drama
that could be performed on religious holidays, meaning that Handel could make a profit from them
all year round.
In Semele, Handel combined aspects of both these genres into a new form of sung drama
that was very much ahead of its time: like his oratorios, Semele is sung in English and has lots of
big choruses; however, it has all the drama, passion and intrigue of an Italian opera seria and is not
based on a biblical text. When you see Semele, you are going to be seeing the best of both genres,
experiencing one of Handel’s most vibrant and beautiful scores!
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How to Dress a God
Spotlight on Designer Tracy Grant Lord
How do you make an Ancient Greek myth relevant
to twenty-first-century New Zealand? How do you
make a group of badly behaved gods and goddesses
seem both magical and relatable? These are the
questions which award-winning stage designer
Tracy Grant Lord has been grappling with in
designing New Zealand Opera’s production of
Semele.
Photo: Adrian Malloch/Listener

Although Tracy is based here in Auckland, she is internationally acclaimed and her work has
appeared on stages throughout the world, including in Australia, China, the United Kingdom, and
the United States. Tracy brings all this expertise to New Zealand Opera’s new production of
Semele, creating a design that captures all the sparkle and spectacle of Handel’s opera with a chic,
modern edge.
At the heart of this production is Auckland’s Holy Trinity Cathedral – usually a quiet place of
worship – transformed into an opera house by Tracy and directors Thomas de Mallet Burgess and
Jacqueline Coats. Just as Handel’s score combines elements of sacred and secular (non-religious)
music, so Tracy’s design plays on the tension between spirituality and profanity in the opera:
priests, dressed in lavish gold robes are contrasted with Jupiter and his servants, dressed in edgy
black biker jackets.
Tracy also draws a distinction between the mortals – who are dressed in suits, gowns, and
frilly hats as if they’re going to a modern-day royal wedding – and the creatures of the immortal
realm, dressed more casually in dressing gowns, flared trousers, and big, fur-lined coats. She uses
colour to distinguish between the families of Semele and Athamus: while Athamus’s family are
dressed in cool blues and purples, Semele’s family wear splashes of bright red. Tracy’s original
sketches for these two families are printed on the following page: notice how she distributes
different colours between the characters in order to strike a balance between unity and variety
within the two families.
Semele is all about a collision between worlds – between the world of the gods and the
world of the mortals, between the world of Boeotia and the world of Thebes, and between the
world of religion and the world of passion. When you attend Semele, think about how Tracy’s
production design captures and contrasts these different worlds and how her designs contribute
to the overall experience of watching the opera.
To hear more about Tracy’s creative process, check out this interview about her design for
Queensland Ballet’s production of Dangerous Liaisons:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqWFGS-N6h4.
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Attending an Opera
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A guide for first-time opera goers

Before you go: It is a good idea to do at least a little research about the opera that you are to attend.
Taking 10 minutes to review the plot or listening to excerpts from the piece, for example on YouTube, will
make sure you are familiar with what you are about to see and help you to better enjoy all that is
happening on-stage.
Find out where the theatre is, where you collect your tickets from, and aim to be there at least twenty
minutes before the opera starts. Acts in an opera can be quite long and it’s a good idea to use the
bathroom before it starts.
What should I wear? There is no obligation to dress up or look fancy, although a trip to the opera can be a
good opportunity to look smart. If you are attending on an opera’s opening night, you will notice that a lot
of people are dressed up. But the most important thing is to feel comfortable.
What do I do during the performance? Enjoy the show and take it all in. Please turn off all cellphones. Be
aware that any filming, recording, and photography is strictly prohibited. Be considerate of all other
operagoers, so keeping quiet and not tapping or humming along is appreciated!
How do I understand what is going on? Semele is written and performed in English. However, it is always
advisable to familiarize yourself with the production before the performance, for example by reading the
synopsis, so that you are sure not to miss anything that comes up. However, there will be surtitle screens
hung above the stage in the cathedral which project the words to ensure you don’t.

Putting on an opera
No opera is staged without the assistance of those ‘behind the scenes’. Check out the links below for more
of an insight.
1. Virtual field trips to the opera including interviews and tour behind-the-scenes with LEARNZ
https://vimeo.com/album/3490357
2. Behind the scenes at New Zealand Opera (article + video)
http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/77739395/NZ-Operas-exports-to-Europe-hit-the-right-note
3. Stage Manager (Minnesota Opera)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFH-chHUbxI
4. Sweeney Todd rehearsals, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BirC-P4WXPo
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What next?
Hopefully, the things in this guide have made you interested in the world of opera or some aspect of it. If
so, there are plenty of things you can do to keep learning, even when you are not at school. Here are some
suggestions:
•

Attend a live opera when you can

•

Find a Metropolitan Opera Live screening at a movie theatre

•

Watch an opera on YouTube, either a whole one or just the highlights

•

Read books about composers, conductors, opera singers or other topics we have mentioned.

•

Ask your parents or teachers for advice on where they think you could find more information

Royal Academy of Music 2018. Photo Robert Workman.
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OPERA GLOSSARY
The below terms may be helpful in understanding opera better:
ACT — a major section (like a chapter of a novel) of a dramatic production. Each act may consist of a
number of scenes. An opera has one or more acts.
ACCOMPANIMENT — the music that supports or plays a secondary role to the melody. The
accompaniment can be sung or played.
ARIA — a solo song.
COMPOSER – the musician who writes the music of the operatic piece.
CHORD — more than one note sounded at the same time (simultaneously).
ENSEMBLE — a group of musicians. In opera an ensemble can refer to any music written for two or more
voices.
HARMONY — any combination of notes that are sung or played simultaneously. Usually the word harmony
refers to a pleasing combination of those sounds (but not always).
KEY — the presence of tonality.
LIBRETTO — the text of the opera.
LYRICIST (LIBRETTIST) — a writer who transforms prose into something suitable for a song setting. This
writer has the skills of a poet to structure the text into verses.
MAJOR/MINOR — the modality in harmony. These can be demonstrated by simple triads or coloured by
extra notes.
OPERA — A work for the stage that combines music with dramatic and theatrical elements. An opera can
be of any length, combined with instrumental forces of any size, and can be based on stories of any type.
An opera in the 16th century can be very different from those created in the 20th century.
TEXTURE — the layers of sound. Different combination of pitches and of instruments can create interesting
sound that can be described as heavy or light, thick or thin.
THEME — a melody belonging to a passage of music or assigned to a dramatic character.
TIMBRE — the character or quality of a musical sound or voice.
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